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Tuesday morning (Early Spring 2018)

The bed is a winter chrysalis at first.

Then, a grave with wooden posts 

under shoulder pads of snow –

keeping his sleep shape, just in case...

but the door is open, all the lights are on

and the bicycle is missing from the garage,

where his helmet is chuckling, 

rolling back and forth on the floor.
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February 2018

They named the weather Riley and hoped a bit of shame would soften it,

but the next day the land looked like a child’s tantrum.  I was angry

at nothing.  I was the embodiment of enraged fatigue.

An infant passing through a fugue on an empty settlement

in the middle of a spinning nothingness.

The pathway from the house to the road had a small stairway of logs

built into the hill by some friends and I during a last summer

long ago.  A leg of maple has fallen on top of it 

as if it had wished to block our path out

and I had to step over it.  Careful in my Sketchers because the ground was hideous

with slick superficies of icy snow.  Angry and confused.  Suddenly wondering

if the weather felt bad, if Riley was remorseful, if there might ever be a world

where it could be scolded and understand it – but

the only thing that had been done was what had been done to it.  If anything,

I could imagine the winter saying, “Fuck it and move on.”

but that is far too local. I have to remember that some beings

have no concept of years or the pitiful notion of centuries.

They move toward the plenum of death in concentric circles.

Moving in as they spin out.  A single motion though.  No center.

A center is something that is crushed to powder in February anyway.
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October 2017

There are some days where the sky is empty;

not quite cold, not quite anything; 

but, you try to draw some colors out

to contradict the stubborn caul of latent winter grimace 

and you pull at a string

untethered and wet because you’re drawing it

from your mouth.  It sounds like a tape recorder

running on its last engine.  Like a computer

brushing its teeth.

On these days I think, is that where meaning

comes from? Is it pulling just hard enough

so The Actuality doesn’t drop through?  The sprite delusion, 

in other words, of its mythmaking revealed as a broken net.

But also

there is the notion of more...

that would be the ragged edges of the string, I imagine,

slogging toward the singularity of a cliff or

wet because my pulling makes it longer.

My hands’ ambition is directly related

to the growing pains in my back

where it seems something might’ve once been

and could be again...
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Late Autumn #1 (First Week of November 2017)

The entire world 

hides inside  

a woman, but

you’ll never 

know it, no one

will ever tell her

and another species

will die

in an asphyxiated peach

moon, a red dawn

eclipsed,

a song will fall down 

among the rotting green globes of American walnuts

and give up

before it begins;

give up.

Imagine a whole forest

of give up.
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Late Autumn #2 (Second Week of November 2017)

At some point, the person you love dies

and you might try to die with him,

pick him up

and walk toward the water,

but when your fingers

touch his flesh

he curls into ash

like shadows

ruminating on the houses in Pompeii

and he falls in feathers

of black rain –

all except for his bellybutton,

which becomes charcoal,

slides into the stream from your palm

and leaves a sooty tear trail...
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Late Autumn #3 (Thanksgiving 2017)

The 20th century was so tired of adults

by the end

that on its deathbed we all held hands and spoke:

“We’ll live with children when you return.

Or, at best, with teenagers who speak in circular vagaries

on the backs of vacated imperatives.”

As its body faded into the cotton sheets,

its cavernous visage coughed weakly, ‘No more death?’,

but we couldn’t tell if it was joking:

the Cassandric curse of watching for a meaning

among the squeezed silence of crouching plastic rubble

stringing the past together in a patchwork of origins.

‘Okay,’ it muttered and never believed its own words.

Truth was only something it could never say,

was a forest it lost itself in

and chopped down just to find the way

back out.

If you ever asked it where it’d come from,

it’d always point forward and yell,

“Soon! I’m coming ‘Soon’!”
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Late Autumn #4 (Final Week of November 2017)

We’ve trained the earth;

someone did, anyway. Articulating grids

of safety and comfort.  If you go to a park,

you’ll find trees and grasses perfectly tame.

In my own neighborhood, the birds sing exactly at sunrise,

but in a complicit whisper and bushes and trees

obediently bend at the waist behind cordons of asphalt.

I go walking at all hours of the day looking for the myth

of wilderness, of uncaged life, 

but there is no space left in the woods.

And anyway, no one has seen the woods in years.  It hides

where all the religions put their endgames: in the small corners

of chaos and darkness that disappear like a vampiric tide.

Nature chased these out of the garden long ago,

but I work with them. I worship them 

when other gods are out to lunch.
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Spring 2016

Rose spire of the barn slits the sky in two halves:

one that I could see, one that I could hear.

Voices, coming from the far corner of the world,

thicken the feathery nerves of spring thinking 

in rhetorical questions.  Pennsylvania growing out of itself.  

A blooming fist dressed in Scotch Elm and Dogwood.  Surprising ears of lamb’s quarter 

tucked into its private places.  Thumbs of burdock disrupting the dreams of grass. 

Careful of my bare feet, I stop to watch the sky’s behavior.

A dark face of birds soars toward the ground 

in a suicidal dive rethought in a parabola.  Joint of a divinity or, if not, 

then some special tool used to build a god.  

Terms are unimportant as long as a voice draws it out on the water,

shapes it in the spaces between branches.  I cannot measure how these

events work, but their absence means the end of change,

means the apocalypse.  All will die and all potential, 

even the memory of this tender call, 

will vanish.

Is being there enough?  I saw it, yes.

But no, that isn’t enough.  I must find a way to give it to you.  

And how do I do that?

Perhaps, like this: 

The thwack of a wooden block, if 

the thwack is melodious, means the pressure of the mallet

upon the wooden body released a song previously concealed,

a rhythm that questions rushed patterns of headless steps.

When this song reaches maximum internal pressure, 

the thickening nerves of feathery discourse 
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shatter its robin’s egg.

And here’s what happens after that: a conversation, but more like 

a concatenation of melodious ruptures 

in a far room of the world that I call truth, 

splitting the sky.  Hand over hand, I am guided 

to bring down something I did not have 

to release the voice of what I could only see dimly.

This movement frees me from building god, from an unfinished god’s habit

of laying its hands upon human bodies to work.

I softly close its eyes to sleep and my abdomen disassembles.

I am a face in the moon, then,

a loosened organ at play in the world.

I sing and my voice is the sound of blood.
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The Circus (Mid-Winter 2016)

Before leaving, the juggler asks for real advice.

No one is around though.  The grass is brown, matted and empty.  

The spotlights dim 

and the elephants are released

to the zoos.  It isn’t right, his hands say, as each ball

curries the favor of gravity, strikes a deal 

with each other to share a palm 

for a short time.  His eyes observe 

the laws performing before him.  He is not a part of it.  Never is.

The fabric collapses and covers us both.  By morning

we escape into a tentless space.  Empty farmland.  Overcast morning. 

The walls’ retreat, his chest says, 

only makes the world shrink.  I thank him

with my shoulders and look for my new home

in suspensions of inertia.  Searching for a bush, a rock

to hide from crows.
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Elegy for the arthropods 

Spirals have no beginning or end

and all words are spirals and pronounced 

forward and backward.  

Names are this sort of frivolity, too.  

Born through deposit

under decaying matter.  I found one curled under wood detritus

from a winter apocalypse. The forest recovering in a wet yawn

of waking trees.  On the ground were cemetery puzzles

of doe-eyed corpses.  Dorsiventral bodies watered by the passing storm

into virile thoughts.  I lift up a shard of fleshy bark again and there is a Mayan maze

squirming through white noises of body.  Life as hiding or life as waiting.

I’m not sure yet.  Within spirals are breath.

Breath is eternal and works on smallness in the dark.

Breath shaping words, not air, which is manufactured.

Smaller and smaller things are made in breath 

until the interior of the universe enfolds with fine threads.

Thousands of spiny legs that trail into an empty center.

Heading out from an earlier morning when the whole earth

was either fire or water and rock was a transition.  Land was a dream.  

A body thread halving into vibrating strings to knit reality,  

forming an arrow that does not point in breath, but in air 

the arrow sharpens a point and the point makes time into a blade, 

condemned to move forward until air is exhausted.  

Soft bodies are consumed first.  Like a mother.  Or, if not her,

then a blind life of muscle, a recycling organ, a lose viscera

preferring to wander the darkness.  Small things and smaller things

within it.  Large things, larger things growing out of it.
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That fairy tale of direction

Breath retrieves the arrow and curves its stem backward,

becoming a spiral.  Breath inexhaustible in its center, enters 

the lungs and speaks.  I shudder and lay the dead wood back down.

We don’t like to think of beautiful monsters so small.
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Elegy for the grizzly bears

I stood in the parking lot of a strip lot bar last November.

And it was cold, too.

The asphalt was spongy.  

And I was pretending to smoke an invisible cigarette

between my two longest fingers.  The concrete grew 

an orphan leaf of dandelion.  It’s night 

but the streetlights sucked all the life out of the moon...

so it’s become the inside of a plastic womb...

...black but no life of black.

Still, I’m an optimist.

I squint and imagine that if you look hard enough at darkness, even when it’s dead,

you can see the afterimage of some sort of day.

The moon is only a reflection of the sun, after all, and I heard other students say

that you can see blue inside of red.  It can even become red.

Another thing I heard a student say was something about grizzly bears.

“They’re endangered, right?”  

And someone nodded.

“What happens when they’re gone?”

I wonder if he knew (if I knew) that if you look long enough at those words

they lose face and become what they really mean,

which is

“What happens when we’re gone?”

Because when the grizzly bears disappear we don’t stand a chance.

It was bright outside when I heard that.  Right now,

in between drags, I can see that question hanging over the asphalt,

hidden inside every car in this parking lot.
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